
 

Designer for Torque module 
For international industrial group we are looking for DESIGNER, who will be part of Torque Module Technology team. We are looking for person 

who is enthusiastic about design, master in CAD and proactive (not afraid to cooperate in international team). At first, you will spend 2 years in 

our French headquarters, in Verberie, and after you will be with us here in Brno, providing support and connection for our design teams.  

Your mission is developing innovative, economical and industrial solution for the torque module. You are also responsible for ensuring 

sustaining or product life management. 

 

Main responsibilities and duties: 

- Study new concept, machining and industrialisation process for the Torque Module components. 

- Design hydraulic and technical solution thanks 3D models. 

- Achieve complete definition file (2D drawing, Bill Of Material, tolerance stack) of the new product following our design rules and standards 

- Achieve Finite Element Analysis calculation on new part, to master existing calculation tool concerning motor simulation 

- Follow manufacturing process and test of your own prototype or mock-up 

- Edit customer presentation support (CPS) document 

- Assure technical support to all of users of our documents (production, quality, salesman, aftermarket..) on the modifications during global 

life cycle of all of concerned parts 

- Upon request from project development, participate in Design FMEA 

- Be a local representative from the design Group in Process FMEA 

- Train production staff on product technical specificities 

 

 Required skills: 

- Experience with design and manufacturing of mechanical set  

- Be able to design and write Test Program  

- Master of CAD 2D/3D software 

- Master of Bill Of Material software 

- Know how hydraulics and mechanical resistance calculations (master of Finite Element Analysis software) 

- Functional dimensioning 

 

 Required education & experience: 

- Experience in equivalent position  

- Master degree in general engineering 

- Fluent English 

- Position requires to move to France for 2 years 

 

We offer: 

- Prospective employment in a multinational company 

- 5 weeks holiday 

- Expatriation package 

- Lunch in company restaurant 

- Biannual bonuses and profit sharing 

- Contribution of CZK 2,000 per month for life insurance or pension scheme 

- Flexible work time 

- Support in the professional development, social events and teambuilding 

If you have the background we are looking for, and you are interested in an opportunity to work with us, send us your CV! 

Contact:  Monika Zemkova 

  monika.zemkova@poclain.com 

  543 563 107 


